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The subjects of research 
 
The aim of this research is to explore the theatrical portrait, a specific 
genre evolved by the cooperation of theatre and fine arts. In theatrical 
portraiture the well-known actors of the 17-18th century are represented 
on the stage showing their talent and fame. The models are depicted in 
the costumes of their most successful roles and mostly in an affective 
gesture claimed by the chosen dramatic moment. The ground for these 
scenes are the dramatic situations seeded from narratives therefore the 
theatrical portrait overreaches the necessity of likeness. The tragic 
theatrical scenes peculiarly put in practice the noble methods of history 
painting and the comic scenes are usually described as vulgar, which is 
similar to the description of the low-life scenes in genre painting. 
In my dissertation I focused on the interactions, analogies, pictorial 
strategies of history, genre and portrait painting. My intention was to 
reveal the components of the visual tradition used by the artist to 
represent their actor models, and in line with this I examined the 
influence of the acting as an ephemeral phenomenon on the visual art. 
 
The selected methods of the research 
 
The research is based on the comparison of French and English theatrical 
portrait painting,  in addition the Italian commedia dell’arte and the rich 
and fruitful theatrical life of such countries as the Prussian court of 
Frederick II the Great. 
The theoretical introduction of Chapter I (Ut Pictura Theatrum) helps to 
reveal the analysable aspects of these artworks. The analysis starts with 
the examination of theoretical texts written by philosophers, painters, 
actors, critics. Enframed by the classical ut pictura poesis and paragone 
these writings offer comparative possibilities and support to classify the 
art of acting and theatre between the various branches of art. Following 
this I summarize the theories of tragedy and comedy in the context of the 
academic hierarchical structure of genres to discover the common values 
and expectations for the beholder. 
The Chapter II (The actor as model) presents the various forms of the 
actor’s portrait: after the treatise of private and allegorical portrait types 
it summarizes the features of the theatrical portrait. This chapter includes 
the critical points, the terminology and the problems of this genre and it 
tries to determine its place between the different types of portraiture. 



In the next chapters the subject of the research is the proper paintings 
and graphic works of the theatrical portraiture. By a selected group of the 
artworks as case-studies I study the 17th century antecedents, early 
examples of the genre and the steps of its progress. On the grounds of the 
theoretical parallels the Chapter III treats the tragic scenes (The Pictures 
of Tragedy), and the Chapter IV elaborates the scenes derived from 
comedy (The Pictures of Comedy). 
Researching this subject is necessary to use the methods and approaches 
of history of fine arts and also performing arts. The most important part 
of the process is studying the regional pictorial traditions, institutional 
system, hierarchy of genres, art theory and criticism in the context of 
historical and sociological background. On the other hand need to explore 
the most significant local companies and actors, the repertoire, costume 
and set design, the acting styles and their changes. It is also an important 
part of the analysis to know the original drama as the source of the 
theatrical portrait. 
 
The main results of the thesis 
 
On the ground of the rich visual and textual sources my intention was to 
treat a stylistically complex kind of portrait painting, that was 
unprocessed up to now in Hungarian art history. 
In the course of the research I focused on the traditional hierarchy of 
genres and the noble-vulgar oppositions for comparison. The concept of 
noble relates to the quality of sublime in rhetoric tradition (Cicero, 
Quintillian), to tragedy in history of theatre (Aristotle) and to the 
historical (biblical, mythological) subjects in painting. The less analysed 
concept of the vulgar associated to the comedy in dramatic tradition and 
to the low-life scenes in painting. These analogies suggested the 
hypothesis that these characteristics are also perceptible on the paintings 
and engravings inspired by theatrical performances. 
Beyond these relations the theatrical portrait had to meet other 
requirements. As the term ‘theatrical portrait’ literally refers to, the 
painters had to pay attention the likeness of their actor models and the 
decorum of the performance. Therefore it is necessary to examine the 
possible performative elements (costume, set design) derived from the 
actual performance. 
My comparative working methods conduced to discoveries of the 
universal characteristics and also the regional differences of the theatrical 
portraiture. I was led to the conclusion that the tragic scenes echoed the 



theatricality of baroque history painting in both regions. Perhaps the 
most obvious point of intersection between stage practice and painting is 
the following of lebrunian representation of passions. 
However the spirit of the actual performance was more conspicuously 
prevailed in England represented by the popularity of pictures with stage-
like formats and the portrayal of two or more actors. The most popular 
British theatrical portraits depicted the spectacular, pantomime-like 
motion of the players, and the painters tried to catch the transformation 
of the actor’s physiognomy. The picturesque background of these 
paintings based probably on the actual stage-setting but the painter’s 
fantasy ubiquitously overwrote the reality. 
In contrast with the English theatrical portraiture the French tragic 
scenes focused mostly a single actor’s representation. The artists paid 
more attention to the recognizability of the face therefore they recorded a 
restrained facial expression (love, rapture, anger) selecting from the 
lebrunian passions. These compositions also emphasized the rhetorical 
codes of arms and the costume of their models but reduced or 
transformed the stage-like background. 
In the case of comedy scenes the painters and engravers used a different 
art historical background and sources. The theatrical subject was added 
in the French painting by Gillot and Watteau, but they were not interested 
in portrait-like representation. However the followers of these masters, as 
Nicolas Lancret and Jean-Baptiste Pater in France, Antoine Pesne in the 
Prussian court, integrated successfully the portraits of the 18th century 
actors and dancers into the fête galante of French rococo. 
Because the comic scenes missed the great dramatic moments, instead of 
the facial expression the artists built the recognizability of their models 
upon the distinctive characteristics of body language, movements and 
costume. An interesting fact is that the elements of the most successful 
theatrical portraits are copied by other artists and preserving the original 
attitude they used it for depiction of various actors or dancers. 
Representation of the movement as attribute is typical to portray the 
similar commedia dell’arte stock characters or dancing ballerinas 
therefore the French prototypes get abroad all Europe. 
The English comic scenes were also inspired from the French rococo, but 
incorporated the style, spirit and form of Dutch-Flemish genre painting. In 
these compositions the most skillful painters adopted the characteristics 
of conversation pieces with richly decorated interiors and precise still 
life-like details. The English comic scenes also related to the popular 



genre of caricature, but the caricaturistic style mainly adopted by the 
engravers. 
Thus the theatrical portrait represents not only the most complex 
interaction between performing arts and fine arts, but the stylistic 
richness of this kind of portraiture mirrors a variable relation of the 
different local and pictorial traditions. 
In England the theatrical portrait supported the painters in their efforts to 
establish the English school of history painting and to develop the 
narrative painting. It also related those ambitions that attempted to 
improve the portraiture as emphasized by Joshua Reynolds. 
In France the theatre was an important source for the fête galante of 
rococo and for the history painting of anti-rococo tendencies; the 
elements of both artistic approaches incorporated into the theatrical 
portraiture and through several transcriptions it reacted the formulas of 
private and allegorical portrait types. 
At the end of the 18th century the theatrical portrait got into almost every 
important cultural centre abroad Europe: thanks to the actors as rising 
stars, the development of acting and the spread of engravings the French 
and British prototypes became models. 
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